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British Columbia: Bill Thow, C1135 thow@pacificcoast.net 
Prairies: Anthony Palmer, C0882 badgerant@shaw.ca 
Ontario (eastern): Everett Dalmas, C0408 edalmas@xplornet.com 
Ontario (western): Tom Evanoff, C1012 swappertom@gmail.com 
Quebec: Richard Nahorniak, C0839 rnahorniak@newlywedsfoods.ca 
Maritimes: David A. Winter, C0521 davidwinter@ns.sympatico.ca 
Association des Scouts du Canada: Serge Janelle, C0854; sjanell@globetrotter.net 

THE CANADIAN BADGER is the magazine of the Canadian Badger’s Club and is published quar-
terly (March, June, September & December) by the Canadian Badger’s Club.

THE CANADIAN BADGER , © 1975-2015, The Canadian Badger’s Club.  All rights reserved.  Re-
production in whole or in part without written permission is strictly prohibited.

If the Postal Service alerts us that your magazine is undeliverable, every reasonable effort will be made 
to find a correct address.

Contact THE CANADIAN BADGER at:
9502 - 107 Street, Morinville, Alberta, T8R 1E2 Canada 
thecanadianbadger@shaw.ca 

Happy Badging!
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Dear Fellow Badgers,

I would like to extend my great appreciation and thanks to Steve Kavanagh, Ken Cates and Ray Crowther for 
their help in completing the Canadian Badger magazine archive.  All issues of the Canadian Badger can now be 
found on the Club website in the Canadian Badger’s Club forum: www.canadianbadgersclub.com.  Take a look, 
there are some neat things in those old magazines!

For our 40th Year, I thought it would be prudent to use the original magazine cover.  The four issues of the 2015 
year will be graced with this marvellous design.  I say this tongue-in-cheek not to be a ‘smart ass’ but as a way 
to show how far we have come: not just in badges, catalogues, and badge collecting as a whole, but in technol-
ogy, Scout-craft and Scouting in general.

On the note of Scouting in general, since CJ’13 I have become more and more disillusioned with the direction 
and future of Scouts Canada.  The recent segregation of an Area in a Scouts Canada Council is the final straw, 
and after much soul searching and reflection I have decided to leave Scouts Canada.

This decision affects more than just my tenure with Scouts Canada, it also affects my status as a member of 
The Canadian Badgers Club.  Section 3.0 of the Club’s Bylaws states: “Membership is open to any registered 
member of any recognized Scout or Guide Association of any country upon payment of the required dues.”. I 
believed that since I will no longer be involved with Scouting, I can no longer be a member of our Club.

Not wishing at all to resign from the Club, I did in fact tender my resignation to the Club Executive stating 
Section 3 of the Bylaws as the reason, with my tenure ending 1 September, 2015.  However, with the permis-
sion of the executive through Section 6, Subsection 5 of the Club’s Bylaws, I will be staying on as Editor and 
Prairie Region Representative to maintain continuity within these important roles.

One of my areas of involvement within the Club I would like to pass on as soon as possbile concerns the web 
hosting, website and management thereof.  As owner of the intellectual property (badge images, etc) and do-
main name (ww.canadianbadgersclub.com), I could force the Club to purchase both the domain and intellectual 
property at whatever price I choose.  To ensure that this situation never arises in the future, I have presented the 
Club Executive with the opportunity to assume the webhosting, control of the website, and ownership of the 
intellectual property contained within the website.    

I am sure that there will be someone who is interested in taking over the role of webmaster while the Club pays 
for the web hosting directly and retains the ownership of the domain and aforementioned intellectual property.  
There is also the need for someone to maintain the Facebook page and group.  If you are interested in step-
ping up to the small challenge of Facebook admin and/or the larger challenge of Webmaster, please con-
tact me or our Club President, Frank Smith.

I would like to continue collecting badges and I hope all of you will be willing to swap by mail and keep me up 
to date with the new badges as they come out.  Since neither of my children will have involvement with Scouts 
Canada, I am presently selling off badges on eBay to clean up some of the stuff I have accumulated over the 
years; both swaps and collection pieces.  I do not have any desire to sell my main collection and I appreciate not 
being questioned on that matter.

I hope that you, the membership, can understand my decision; it was not made lightly.  And to you all, I remain,

Yours in Scouting and Friendship,
Anthony Palmer, Editor 
C0882
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from the “Prez!
Hello Fellow Badgers,

From the “Prez”…

I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the Canadian Badgers Club (and myself) to congratulate Chris 
Green C1053 of Prince Rupert, B.C.  Chris received the Civic Appreciation Award conferred on her by Prince 
Rupert expressing gratitude for services and contribution that she has provided to the youth of Prince Rupert 
since 1950.  Well Done Chris!

A copy of the newspaper article can be found on page 7. - ed.

Be sure to mark your calendars for the Montreal swap meet in April and both the B.C. and N.S. jamborees in 
July.

As you may or not know, the Prez collects Australian scout badges and has been trading with an old scouter in 
Perth, Western Australia for many years. Recently, after sending him a number of our “new” woven issues, he 
asked if the Badgers Club had a list of all of these new issues. Not really, I replied and then thought to make 
such a list before it grew too large. I missed a few on my first attempt but I think it is accurate now.

Up to and including our last magazine of December, 2014, I count one hundred and thirty-two:

32 British Columbia  20 Alberta  3 Saskatchewan  3 Manitoba
52 Ontario   6 Quebec  1 New Brunswick  4 Nova Scotia
5 Newfoundland & Labrador    6 National

     In Scouting
     Frank D. Smith
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wants & swaps classified ads
 

all adverstisements are displayed in the order received!

STARTING JUNE 2014 
(The Canadian Badger, Volume 39, Number 2)

NEW ADVERTISING RATES

All members of the Canadian Badger’s Club are allowed one free advertisement 
which will be in a “classified ad” format.  The free ads will be limited to 50 words, 
a word being defined as five characters (numbers, spaces, special characters, 
et cetera).

If a free ad is too long, it will be placed in the magazine as a 4x4 inch size 
advertisement unless it is shortened by the ad’s creator.

All advertisements must be paid before they will be published.

Size	 	 	 Digital	colour,	print	grayscale	 						Digital	and	print	in	colour
4x4 Inch...............$5.00 Mem /  $6.00 Non Mem..................$6.00 Mem / $8.00 Non Mem
4x8 Inch...............$10.00 Mem / $12.00 Non Mem...............$12.00 Mem / $16.00 Non Mem
8x8 Inch...............$20.00 Mem / $24.00 Non Mem...............$24.00 Mem / $32.00 Non Mem

Mitch Darden darden_3@msn.com
Wanted : Pre-1970 Event items (Jambo Moot, Klondike, Gilwell, Cuboree, Camporee, etc.) & almost any Sea 
Scout/Sea Ranger (Girl Guide) for purchase or trade.

Anthony Palmer 9502 - 107 Street, Morinville, AB; T8R 1E2 780.572.2431 badgerant@shaw.ca
I have lots of swaps, new and old and I am looking for the new Area badges from all across the country; the new 
issues in this magazine plus a few of the Maritime issues.  Drop me a line or an e-mail. You can also check my 
website!  www.badgerant.com 

Gord Ennis, 110-19639 Meadow Gardens Way, Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 2T5 ennisgl@telus.net
Hi, lets trade. I have Canadian traders plus badges from Africa, New Zealand, England and Australia.  World 
Jamboree badges too. Let me know what you have.  Badger Gord

Your Ad Here

Your Ad Here
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The 
DENIS CHARBONNEAU 

MEMORIAL 
SWAP MEET & AUCTION 

 
Come one, come all.  If you’ve never been to the Montreal Swap Meet, now is your 
chance.  This will be the 38th year and it’ll be better than ever.  You’ll never have to 
leave the comfort of the hotel http://www.hotelsavings.com/booking/1006102 .  Great 
accommodations, good food and if you wish to partake in some liquid refreshments, 
that too.  Fantastic badge trading starts the minute you get there.  Don’t forget the 
annual Saturday night feast at Chenoy’s http://www.chenoys.com  
 
Now I need to pick your pockets.  All the badges that we auction off come from 
donations from you.  We need more help this year than ever before.  The stock that 
was left to us from Denis’ estate will not keep us going forever.  Last year, 95% of 
everything donated to the auction came from only about 6 members.  We need more 
support from everyone if we are to meet our goal of surpassing last year’s total of 
$4,192.00 which was donated to the World Brotherhood Fund.  We need to be 
proud of the fact that over the years, the total the club has donated is $83,532.00 
 
The hall will be ready for everyone’s arrival April 24th at 4:00pm until 9:00pm and 
reopen at 9:00am, April 25th, 2015 so mark your calendars early. 
 
Mike Assef 

     CANADIAN BADGERS CLUB 

For those without internet or computer access, contact information can be found on the next page. - ed.
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The 
DENIS CHARBONNEAU 

MEMORIAL 
SWAP MEET & AUCTION 

 
Friday & Saturday 
April 24 & 25, 2015 

 
Quality Suites Point Claire 
6300 Autoroute Transcanadienne 
Point Claire, Quebec. H9R 1B9 

 
For Reservations at Hotel (514) 426- 5060 

Toll free # 1-800-267-3837 
(Mention: The Canadian Badgers Club) 

 
Admission $10.00   Tables FREE (First come, first served) 

 

Scouts under 18 in Uniform - free admission. 
 

Doors open:   Friday @ 4.00 pm. 
Saturday @ 9.00 am. 

 
Information from: Glen T. Wright (865-984-8856) email: ibcbadger@aol.com 

 
Please send badge donations to:  Mike Assef  589 Dresden Place  Tecumseh, ON.  N8N 4B5 

massef@mnsi.net 
 
 

HOPE WE SEE YOU THERE! 

     CANADIAN BADGERS CLUB 
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Welcome Back!
A list of returning members was not submitted by press time

Welcome New Members!
A list of new members was not submitted by press time
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Greetings from the cataloguer!  Wow, 2015 already! But still the new badges come.  Once again 
many club members have brought new issues to the attention of me and the Regional Badge 
Representatives. I have heard from John Butters, Barry Stuart, Glen Wright and Tom Evanoff. 
My apologies to those not personally mentioned here.   

First I need to bring your attention to some errors in the last published catalogue.  Rod Hill asked 
me about the coding for Ontario C.2 Chatham and Y.7 York Rouge.   You might have noticed 
that the variety numbering was not consecutive there as it should have been.  The issue here was 
that we were working with a very old and oddly formatted word file for the Varieties Catalogue
and, even though the master was fine, when items were copied often the formatting changed.  It 
drove me crazy and was the cause of the errors that Rod caught.  Editor Anthony Palmer did a 
great job of transferring the file to a new Excel formatted document and as far as I can tell the 
problem no longer exists so hopefully the next edition will not have such errors.  But, please if 
you notice any more oddities please bring them to my attention and I will check against my 
master to ensure it is correct. 

Since the last issue the ASC continues its amalgamation of districts and this time Les Ailes du 
Nord is out with two other districts (Lanaudiere and Laurentides) going extinct as a result of the 
amalgamation that took place. Rheal Duchense shared with me an interesting fact on the ASC 
Monteregie badge.  He found out that the second badge issued with the darker purple Fleur-de-lis 
was made as the district was not happy with the first one with the lighter shade of purple. They 
ordered the darker one to represent the darker purple in the World Scout badge.  So while they 
did wear the first one we listed the second is the one they really wanted.  So while you could 
debate the first being a manufacturer error it was accepted for a short period of time, worn on the 
uniform, and hence the listing will stay basically the same (only one variety but mentioning why 
the two shades of purple).  Now you know. Thanks for the information Rheal. 

In the last Badge Chatter I showed a South Shore (Quebec S.5.A) ribbon badges with a rounded 
Fleur-De-Lis on one badge and a pointed one on the other.  I also indicated differences in sizes 
of the badges but noted one was used.  I have now received feedback that mint versions of both 
types of South Shore badges are the same size.  Given this information a note on the Fleur-De-
Lis’s will be made in the catalogue but there will be no coding changes as it does not meet the 
mark for that. So, now you know.  And a good lesson on sizes of used badges for all!  

Below is a new badge from Chinook Council that we have listed in this issue of the Magazine. 
Chinook is in the midst of adjusting the number of areas up from 12 to 19 and this is the first 
resultant badge I am aware of.  Please note there might be some changes to the listing as the 
Council Commissioner is calling the area Calgary North LDS whereas the badges says Calgary 
Northwest LDS.  This is why I am bringing this up in Badge Chatter rather than simply listing it.  
For now I will call the badge Area Calgary Northwest LDS but that might change-time will tell. 

      Badger Gord’s badge chatter
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Peeter Tammark has kept the Badge Committee busy with a number of badge variations he has 
found. You will see some of them from Manitoba listed in this issue of The Canadian Badger. 
Others will require notes.  Some of the ones that will be done via notes include: MAN Seven 
Oaks S.1.B with a yellow vs gold border; MAN St. Boniface S.7.A with a silver (slightly silver 
at that) rather than a white design;  MAN Thompson T.5.C badge that has a tree touching the 
border whereas others do not–a binding issue? 

One of the badges Peeter brought up that we did list was Manitoba T.4 Tuxedo. I am showing 
both versions here rather than just leaving you with the listing of the new one so the differences 
are very clear between a flag with a flag pole (T.4.A.) and one without (T.4.B.).  

 

 

 

 

 

      Badger Gord’s badge chatter
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Sometimes I get badges or badge images sent to me that don’t 
get listed because they are group badges.  But you don’t know 
until you ask the question. The photo on the left is of a 
Churchill group badge.  There is also a diamond shaped group 
adge (not shown).  The district badge has a white polar bear on 
a blue piece of ice and is square. 

 

 

 

The following scan of NAT 4.A, the 1967 Centennial badge, is interesting in that the used one’s 
width is so much smaller than the other.  This could be just another example of a used and 
shrunken badge – and this was taken off a uniform used at the World Jamboree in Idaho - but 
maybe there are two sizes.  I have about 50 of these badges and they are all the same size, some 
used ones are slightly smaller but nothing on this scale.  Do you have any of the smaller issue in 
your stock?  I require a mint one to be sure there are two sizes before I would list. 

  

One badge deserving of a note is the Central Escarpment ONT C.15.A issue where we now have 
two depths of the escarpment. Not a new listing but an interesting variation to note. 

 

      Badger Gord’s badge chatter
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And now a puzzle badge. Frank Smith shared a larger National 5.B, Latter Day Saints badge.  
The colour is different plus it is larger than the listed one. I show it along side a “normal” badge so 
you can get an idea of size and colour. Does anyone know anything about this badge? 

 

 

 

I thank all who bring new badges to my attention. Keep it up! Please contact me with your finds 
or answers to questions at: ennisgl@telus.net  Once again I would like to thank the club’s regional 
reps: Bill Thow, Anthony Palmer, Everett Dalmas, Tom Evanoff, Dave Winter, and Serge 
Janelle. Again, if anyone else wants to assist with Quebec badges please let me know. 

And, finally I would like to acknowledge Glen Wright’s great service to the International 
Badgers Club, as its cataloguer.  After many years Glen is in the process of stepping down from 
that post and taking a well-deserved break.  Glen worked hard with me and my predecessor, 
Denis Charbonneau, to ensure consistency between the IBC and the Canadian Club.  Thanks for 
your service and help, Glen. Now, even more time for you to work on your great Canadian 
collection as well as your badges from other countries. 

 

Gord Ennis 

 

      Badger Gord’s badge chatter
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This issue’s new badges

CAN/SK N.06.B

CAN/ON A.01.G

CAN/ON N.21.A

CAN/AB C.13.A
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This issue’s new badges

CAN/QC 04.A

CAN/QC L.07.A

CAN/ON S.31.E
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This issue’s new badges

CAN/ASC A.11.A

CAN/NAT MISC 20.A
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The Badge Committee has decided to add the following badges to the varieties listing.  These badges 
were likely overlooked when they first came out and were recently discovered.  Check the update for 
the proper listing.

These are not current issues!

CAN/MB T.04.B

CAN/MB W.01.B CAN/NAT 03.B

CAN/MB S.02.C
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VARIETIES

CATALOGUE    

MARCH 2015 
Update  #4

The Canadian Badgers Club
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CANADA - NATIONAL (CAN/NAT.)

3 THE SALVATION ARMY SCOUTS
A) Ribbon, rectangular; 32mm wide, "THE SALVATION ARMY BOY SCOUTS", with yellow maple leaf 

(many points) that is 34mm from top to bottom. Inner design with writing is 25mm from top to bottom. 
[CBB, WJN-5 as B]

B) Ribbon, rectangular, 32mm wide, "THE SALVATION ARMY BOY SCOUTS", with goldish maple leaf 
(many points) that is 29mm from top to bottom.  Inner design with writing is 22mm from top to bottom. 
[TCB-40/1]

C) Ribbon, rectangular; "THE SALVATION ARMY BOY SCOUTS", no Maple leaf. [WJN-5 as A]
D) Ribbon, rectangular; 40mm wide, "THE SALVATION ARMY BOY SCOUTS", with stylized Maple leaf 

(11 points). [TCB-15/3, WJN-5]
E) Ribbon, rectangular; "THE SALVATION ARMY SCOUTS". {TCB-22/4]
F) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangular; 48x42mm, "THE SALVATION ARMY". [TCB-

38/1]

 MISCELLANEOUS
20 BEAVERS 40TH ANNIVERSARY

A) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, circular 95 mm diameter. "HAPPY 40th ANNIVERSARY  
JOYEUX 40e ANNIVERSAIRE".  [TCB-40/1] 

ALBERTA  (CAN/ALTA.)

C.13 CALGARY NORTHWEST LDS
A) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangular. "CALGARY NORTHWEST LDS".            

[TCB-40/1]

SASKATCHEWAN  (CAN/SASK.)

N.6 NORTH SASKATCHEWAN RIVERS
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Circular: “SCOUTS CANADA NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN RIVERS". [TCB-

36/2]
B) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangular; "NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN RIVERS".  

[TCB-40/1]

MANITOBA  (CAN/MAN.)

EXT S.2 ST. JAMES  [W]
A) Ribbon, Rectangular.   [WJN-2]
B) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; Various shades of blue background. Two tents in the design, both with an 

open door. [CBB, WJN-2]
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; Various shades of blue background. Two tents in the design, only one has 

an open door. [TCB-40/1]
NOTE: Merged with B.1., S.1., and W.3. to form S.16.
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EXT T.4 TUXEDO DISTRICT  [W]
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Diamond; Flag pole clearly visible. Various shades of blue background. [CBB, WJN-2]

B) Swiss, Cut edge, Diamond; Flag pole not visible or barely visible, appearing to sit on roof of building. 
Various shades of blue background. [TCB-40/1]
NOTE: Merged with F.1. & P.1. to form P.8.

EXT W.1 WOLSELEY  [W]   *
A) Swiss, Cut edge, Oval, 50 x 75 mm. Golden Boy has a hatchet in right hand, building 27 x 17 mm.   

[CBB,WJN-2]
B) Swiss, Cut edge, Oval, 52 x 77 mm. Golden Boy has a torch in right hand, building 29 x 19 mm.   [TCB-

40/1]
NOTE: Merged with S.4. & S.5. to form W.3.

ONTARIO  (CAN/ONT.)

A.1 AGINCOURT  
DISTRICT  [GT]

A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Triangular; Partly embroidered, A fully embroidered version of the badge is cut out 
of another badge. [WJN-3]

B) Swiss, cut edge, Square; 7 points on wheat sheaf.   [WJN-3]
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; 5 points on wheat sheaf, Various shades of green background. [CBB, WJN-3]

D) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square.   [TCB-16/1]

AREA  [4-GT]
E) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square.  “AGINCOURT“. [TCB-37/4]
F) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. Wheat sheaf, star and two spears in 

design. “AGINCOURT“.           [TCB-39/1]
G) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. Wheat sheaf, star and two arrows in 

design. “AGINCOURT“.           [TCB-40/1]

N.21 NORTHERN SHIELD [5-NO]
A) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangular. "NORTHERN SHIELD". [TCB-40/1]

EXT S.15 SUDBURY
DISTRICT [GN]

A) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; Three smoke stacks, Various shades of gray background. [CBB, WJN-3]
B) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; One smoke stack, Green fish.   [WJN-3]
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Square; One smoke stack, White fish. [TCB-15/2]
D) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; Grey fish and red deer.   [TCB-26/4]

AREA [5-NO]
E) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; Brown fish and brown deer.[TCB-31/2]   

NOTE: Renamed as N.21.
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www.facebook.com/thecanadianbadgersclub

S.31 SUNNYBROOK
DISTRICT  [T]

A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; Multi-directional stitching in blue sky, various shades of blue and yellow. 
[TCB-16/1]

B) Swiss, Rolled edge, Square; Horizontal stitching in blue sky. [TCB-22/3]

AREA  [4-GT]
C) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square. 49 X 49mm. “Sunnybrook” is 37 mm wide. 

“SUNNYBROOK”.       [TCB 37/1]
D) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, square.  54 x 54mm. “Sunnybrook” is 40mm wide.  

“SUNNYBROOK”.  [TCB-37/4]
E) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. New design with robbin, trees, a scout 

handshake and Fleur-de-lis. [TCB-40/1]

QUEBEC  (CAN/QC.)

COUNCIL
4 QUEBEC COUNCIL

A) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, truncated dome shape. "CONSEIL DU QUÉBEC • QUEBEC 
COUNCIL".  [TCB-40/1]

L.7 LAVAL-LAURENTIDES
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield; “LAVAL-LAURENTIDES 2003”.  [TCB-28/3]
B) Swiss, Rolled edge, Shield; “LAVAL-LAURENTIDES”.   [TCB-32/4]
C) Woven, high definition, backed and bound, rectangular. "LAVAL LAURENTIDES"  [TCB-40/1]

ASSOCIATION DES SCOUTS DU CANADA  (CAN/ASC.)

A.11 DISTRICT LES AILES DU NORD
A) Swiss, cut edge, hexagonal shield shape. "DISTRICT SCOUT LES AILES DU NORD".  [TCB-40/1]

EXT L.3 LANAUDIERE  [QU]
A)  Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; "SCOUTS-GUIDES DE LANAUDIERE", Brown line above gray line.   [TCB-

8/3,WJN-5]
B)  Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; "SCOUTS-GUIDES DE LANAUDIERE", Gray line above brown line.   [WJN-

5]
C) Swiss, Cut edge, Irregular; “LANAUDIÈRE”. Accent “è” on first e. Light green background.  [TCB-

23/2]
D) Swiss, Cut edge, Irregular; “LANAUDIERE” No accent on first e. Dark green background. [TCB-38/2]

NOTE: Merged with L.6. to form A.11.

EXT L.6 LAURENTIDES  [QU]
A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Triangular.   [TCB-28/4]

NOTE: Merged with L.3. to form A.11.
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Have something to say?  Then say it!!  Put your thoughts down on paper or in an e-mail and send it in!

WHO’S GONNA JAMBOREE this SUMMER?
If you’re taking part in a Jamboree next summer, send in your name, club number, which Jamboree you are 
going to and what you are doing at the Jamboree.  The list will be started with the December issue and will 
be added to in March and June.  And yes, let’s make “JAMBOREE” a verb!!

Linda Aug  C1149  PJ2015   Badge Display 
John Butters  C0500  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Everett Dalmas C0408  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Gordon Ennis  C1096  PJ2015   Badge Display 
Ed Ermel  C0958  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Chris Green  C1053  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Serge Janelle  C0854  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Aram Joukadjian C0418  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display
Steve Kavanagh C0331  PJ2015   Badge Display 
Rex Moir  C1293  PJ2015   Badge Display 
Anthony Palmer C0882  PJ2015   Badge Display (Withdrawn)
Dave Rogers  C1243  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Frank Smith  C0684  PJ2015   Badge Display (Co-ordinator) 
Bill Thow  C1135  PJ2015   Badge Display 
Ralph Williams C0211  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display 
Dave Winter  C0521  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display (Co-ordinator) 
John Witham  C0825  Scotiajamb2015 Badge Display

www.scotiajamb.ca
July 11 to 17, 2015

www.pj2015.ca
July 11 to 18, 2015
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The Canadian Badger’s Club
40 years of Uniting Canadian Badge Collectors

Deadline for submissions has now passed!
Thanks to everyone who put pen to paper (or needle to canvas) and created some fun designs! 

Choose your favourite from the four choices above!
 

Send your selection to thecanadianbadger@shaw.ca or via mail to: 
The Canadian Badger; 9502 - 107 Street, Morinville, AB  T8R 1E2

 
Voting closes May 15, 2015 so don’t delay, vote today!

Choice #1 Choice #2

Choice #3
Choice #4
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This issue’s featured listing
EXT CAN/QC V.01 (Sir William) Van Horne District
A) Ribbon, bound, diamond. 
B) Ribbon, diamond
C) Ribbon, rectangular; Blue border
D) Ribbon, rectangular; Black border

The (Sir William) Van Horne District badge from Montreal takes its name from Sir William Van Horne. 
Van Horne worked his way from office boy to General Manager of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

The multi-coloured badges feature the Van Horne family crest.

The Van Horne District was in the Montreal Region, and was absorbed by QC W.01, Western Montreal.

Have something to say?  Then say it!!  Put your thoughts down on paper or in an e-mail and send it in!
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MEMBERSHIP RATES 
MEMBERSHIP: 
 
Open to any member of scouting and to any scouting group. As a member of  
“The Canadian Badgers Club” you will receive a Directory of Members, a varieties book of 
Canadian Badges and a quarterly magazine, “The Canadian Badger”. This magazine contains 
information on new badges, lists of new members, collecting hints, maps, badge histories and 
pictures, meeting notices, and members’ wants and swap lists. Each member is entitled to one 
free ad per issue. 

RATES: 
 
Canadian Youth  (17 yr. or younger)Paper magazine $22.00/1 yr.,  $42.00/2yr. 
Canadian Adult   (18 yr. or older) Paper magazine $30.00/1 yr.,  $58.00/2 yr. 
Canadian Group Paper magazine    $30.00/1 yr.,  $58.00/2 yr.
USA Paper magazine                                                 $36.00/1 yr.,           $70.00/2 yr.
Foreign (ouside Canada and USA) Paper magazine    $48.00/ 1yr.,           $94.00/2 yr. 
Canadian Electronic Magazine                                   $10.00/1 yr.,           $19.00/2 yr 
USA Electronic Magazine                                          $10.00/1 yr.,           $19.00/ 2yr 
Foreign Electronic Magazine    $10.00/1 yr.,           $19.00/2yr  
 
Membership runs from October to September, Memberships received after May 31 will apply to 
the following year.
Fees may be paid by cheque or money order, payable to:  

The Canadian Badgers Club 
C/O   2590 East 15th Ave., Vancouver British Columbia Canada V5M 2K1 

 
 
    THE CANADIAN BADGERS CLUB    Club use only                      Membership Type 
                                                                                                                                                                
   NAME _________________________________________      Club No. ______                      1yr     2yr    Electronic  Paper
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   Full Address _____________________________________      Expiration date               YOUTH       __      __           ____ 
 
   City or Town ________________Postal Code __________    _____________             ADULT        __      __           ____ 
 
   Province ___________________ Country _____________       Date Joined              GROUP       __      __            ____ 
 
   Position in Scouting ___________Phone ____-_____-____       _____________             FOREIGN   __      __           ____ 
 
   District, Council or Area _________________________________                       
 
   E-mail _______________________________________________        Fee: ______________ 

 
I COLLECT AND/OR AM INTERESTED IN 
 
     CANADA       USA      International       Crests           Misc.        Misc.             Other 
___District  ___CSP’S  ___National ___Event  ___Memorabilia ___Pins  _________________ 
___Dist. Varieties ___OA Flaps ___District  ___Camp  ___Neckerchiefs ___Stamps  _________________ 
___Jamboree ___Jamboree ___Jamboree ___Group  ___Woggles   _________________ 
___Insignia ___Insignia ___Insignia ___Guide  ___Mugs    _________________ 
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